SUCCESS STORY
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ORDER CONFIRMATION SOLUTION

BIZERBA

Challenge:
» Digital processing of incoming order confirmations
across different channels with the aim of achieving
the best possible automation
Solution:
» Introduction of the AFI solution for digital processing of
incoming order confirmations
Benefits:
» Transparent overview of all order confirmations and their
processing status
» Reduction of manual effort
» Increase in automated posting
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The OTD measurement project ran in

eliable supplier ratings due to

high data quality

parallel with the introduction of the
AFI solution for the digital processing
of incoming order confirmations. Many
suppliers often confirm only partial
delivery dates or partial deliveries, all of
which are now transparently recorded
in the new SAP add-on. This increases data quality, enabling Bizerba to
determine a more reliable OTD key
figure for negotiations with suppliers.
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Bizerba is on the way to Purchasing
4.0. Even though the added values
are obvious, many companies still shy
away from taking this path. Bizerba
has invested a lot of time and continu-
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Bizerba provides customers in the trades, retail, indus-

AFI Solutions GmbH is a leading solution provider for

try, and logistics sectors with a globally unique solu-

the digitization and optimization of document processes

tion portfolio of hardware and software for the central

around SAP. The solutions cover the entire purchase-to-

variable of »weight«. This portfolio includes products

pay and order-to-cash process.

and solutions for slicing, processing, weighing, cashing,
checking, commissioning, and labeling. Comprehensive

AFI is the only software manufacturer on the market

services ranging from consulting and service to labels

that offers everything from a single source: With the

and consumables, with leasing to round off the range

RedPaperCenter as a managed service, companies can

of solutions.

easily outsource the digitization of a wide variety of paper documents. In process optimization, AFI scores with

The headquarters of the group of companies, which

SAP-integrated software solutions. The cloud-based

has been family-owned for five generations and emp-

DocumentHub as software as a service (= SaaS) completes

loys around 4,300 persons worldwide, is in Balingen

the unique product portfolio.

in Baden-Wuerttemberg. Further production sites are
located in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, France,

AFI Solutions GmbH

Spain, China, and the USA. In addition, Bizerba main-

Sigmaringer Straße 109

tains a global network of sales and service locations.

70567 Stuttgart
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